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ANYTHING CAN
HAPPEN IN
THE EMIRATES
FA CUP.
With 736 clubs from Non-League to the Premier League taking part, football’s
oldest competition is for all and a chance for players and teams to write their
names into the history books.
Since football hero Roy Race first appeared in comics in the 1950s, commentators,
managers and fans alike have used the term ‘Roy of the Rovers stuff’ to describe the
magical moments which see a team overcome the odds and record a famous
FA Cup victory.
On 4th January, 2019, players and fans from the lower leagues travelled across the country
in the hope that it would be their turn for a giant-killing.
And in what’s regarded as one of the most highly anticipated set of fixtures in the
footballing calendar, the Third Round didn’t disappoint, delivering a number of cup
upsets across the weekend.
To immortalise the Third Round wins of Barnet, Gillingham, Newport County and
Oldham Athletic, The FA has teamed up with Roy of the Rovers to produce this limitededition souvenir comic.
The Roy of the Rovers ‘Cup Heroes Special’ is a chance for you to relive the exhilarating
action from that Third Round weekend, as well as a chance to own a piece of history that
will serve as a reminder of what makes the Emirates FA Cup so special.

Enjoy!

EMIRATES FA CUP
THIRD ROUND WEEKEND
over 900 players and 64 teams will
take part in this very special weekend
in the footballing calendar.

A chance for lower
league sides to write
their names into cup
folklore.

GILLINGHAM V CARDIFF
Can The Gills produce an upset?

Good work
from Cardiff’s
Mendez Laing who
strikes it well.

OH!
It is heart in
mouth time for
Gillingham fans as
the ball smashes
the bar!

It’s Gillingham
who lead with just
10 minutes to go…
Fairy tale stuff!

The ball falls
to Elliott List late
on in the second
half… What a rocket
that was from the
forward!

News coming in
from Priestfield
Stadium and it has
finished 1-0 Gillingham.
That is an absolutely
huge result for
The Gills.

That’s
what it is
all about…
the magic of
The Emirates
FA Cup!

FULHAM V OLDHAM

52 MINUTES IN.

And it’s Fulham who
break the deadlock
through Odoi.

They may be separated by
59 places in the league
but Oldham will travel to
Craven Cottage knowing a
giant-killing is possible.

That’s harsh on
this Oldham side who have
arguably been the better
team here today.

Sessegnon
brings down
his man… IS IT?

YES!

20 Year old
Sam Surridge,
just on as a sub,
steps up for
the Latics...

penalty!

OOF!
There’s no
stopping that.
Oldham go level
in the 76th
minute!

1-1!

Penalty Fulham!
Mitrovic to take,
will he be able put
Fulham into the
hat for the next
round?…
Can you
believe
it?!

CALLUM
LANG IS
THERE!

NO, IT’S
SAVED!

2-1
oldham!

You were
meant to be
in the stands
with the fans,
Pete

NO!…

I
must be
dreaming

MEANWHILE,
179 MILES AWAY...

Is that...
Yes! The Ref
is pointing to
the spot.

It’s a
penalty for
Barnet in the
21st minute

At Bramall Lane.
Barnet take on Sheffield United.

Barnet striker
Shaquile CoulthiRst
steps up to take it.
Can he hold his
nerve?

It’s in!

Non-League
Barnet go one
nil up against
Sheffield
United.

The keeper had no
chance with that pen.
Can The Bees hold
on now?

that’s
it, boys.

And it’s full
time at Bramall
Lane where Barnet
have held on for a
historic 1-0
win.

What
a result for
the 966 travelling
Barnet fans.

It’s a
win that will last
long in the memory.
The Bees go marching
on into the Fourth
Round!

Darren
Currie’s side
should be extremely
proud of themselves.
Not many people gave
them a chance before
the game… what a
performance.

Brilliant!

LATER THAT DAY, LEICESTER CITY
TRAVELLED TO NEWPORT COUNTY WHERE
THE SMELL OF A CUP UPSET WAS IN THE AIR…

Robbie Willmott
tearing down the
wing here – can he
get the ball in
the box?

What a header
from the big man!
Jamille Matt was up first
and Newport County take
the lead against their
Premier League opponents.

1-1!

What a hit
from Ghezzal!
The Foxes are
back in this!

It’s got
to be a pen
ref!

It’s
a clear
handball…

penalty
newport!

Padraig
Amond steps
up…

Cool as a cucumber!
Amond slots it comfortably
and Newport County are
in dreamland here.

It finishes 2-1.
The Exiles are heading
into the Fourth Round.

This is Roy of
the Rovers
stuff!!
What
a win!!

You join us here
for the Fourth
Round draw of
The Emirates
FA Cup.

And
it’s no
4…

They’ve
started…
come and
watch!

Barnet
will take on
Brentford at
home in the battle
of the Bees!

Number 17 –
that’s Gillingham…
and they will face
Swansea at the
Liberty Stadium.

Buzzing! It’ll
be tough but I don’t
see why we can’t win
that one.

We’ve got a
chance – the lads
should be bang
up for it.

Your journey in this year’s competition
has been nothing short of amazing.
Are you capable of producing
another Roy of the Rovers
moment?

Of course we are! The cup
means everything to fans and the benefits it
will bring to both the club and community will
be huge. We 100% believe we can do this.

EMIRATES FA CUP
FOURTH ROUND WEEKEND...
Here
we go
then…
Could we
do it again!?
I love the
cup!

From penalty saves to last-gasp winners, the Emirates
FA Cup Third Round certainly lived up to expectations.
Starting at Priestfield Stadium and ending at Rodney Parade in
Newport, the Roy of the Rovers ‘Cup Heroes Special’ tells the story of
four giant-killing victories from the Third Round.
Whether it was Oldham keeper Daniel Iversen’s incredible penalty
stop against Fulham at Craven Cottage or the 966 fans who travelled
150 miles north to watch Barnet upset Sheffield United, the games
grabbed the headlines and put smiles on the faces of fans up and
down the country.
As Pete Wild, Oldham’s Caretaker boss rightly declared after their win
against Fulham, it was “Roy of the Rovers type stuff”.
After a 17 years hiatus, Roy Race returned to comic books in 2018, with
a new image, but the same love and passion for the game which
made Roy of the Rovers such a loved part of British footballing history.
As we look forward to the Emirates FA Cup Fourth Round, fans and
managers from all over the country will be hoping for their team to
deliver a Roy of the Rovers performance.

The very best of luck from us.
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FICTION

BO O K 1

BOOK 2

BOOK 3

SCOUTED

TEAMWORK

PLAYOFFS

Author: Tom Palmer
Out: October 2018
ISBN: 978-1-78108-698-8

Author: Tom Palmer
Out: February 2019
ISBN: 978-1-78108-707-7

Author: Tom Palmer
Out: May 2019
ISBN: 978-1-78108-722-0

Roy Race is the most
talented striker in Melchester
– but is he good enough
to catch the eye of the
Melchester Rovers scouts?

Life gets tricky for Roy as
he adjusts to life in the
spotlight. Fortune and glory
await, but can Roy juggle
football, fame and family?

Crunch time for Rovers: the end
of the season is here, the club is
in deep trouble, and it’s down
to Roy to bring a bit of hope
back to the Melchester faithful.

READ?

READ?

READ?

GRAPHIC NOVELS

BO O K 1

BOOK 2

BOOK 3

KICK-OFF

FOUL PLAY

GOING UP

Writer: Rob Williams
Artist: Ben Willsher
Out: November 2018
ISBN: 978-1-78108-652-0

Writer: Rob Williams
Artist: Ben Willsher
Out: March 2019
ISBN: 978-1-78108-669-8

Writer: Rob Williams
Artist: Ben Willsher
Out: June 2019
ISBN: 978-1-78108-673-5

Roy Race is 16, talented, and
desperate to make it as a
footballer. But is he good
enough for Melchester
Rovers? Now’s the time to
prove if he’s got what it takes
to become Roy of the Rovers.

Roy picks up an injury that
puts him on the sidelines,
and suddenly there’s
competition for his place as
a brand new - and brilliant striker is brought in by
the management...

Roy and the team have
battled through a tough
season, but have they got
enough left to get promoted?
Or will they fall at the final
hurdle and see the club sold
by its greedy owner?

READ?

READ?

READ?

Discover more at www.royoftheroversofficial.com
royoftheroversofficial

RoyoftheRoversOfficial

royoftherovers
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